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Specifically designed for California students and teachers.
The California Mathematics Content Standards are unpacked,
taught, and then reinforced throughout our program so that
teachers can plan, diagnose, teach, assess, and intervene
with the standards in mind.
Equations and inequalities -- Linear equations and functions
-- Linear systems and matrices -- Quadratic functions and
factoring -- Polynomials and polynomial functions -- Rational
exponents and radical functions -- Exponential and
logarithmic functions -- Rational functions -- Quadratic
relations and conic sections -- Counting methods and
probability -- Data analysis and statistics -- Sequences and
series -- Trigonometric ratios and functions -- Trigonometric
graphs, identities, and equations.
Offers lessons and activities that teach the concepts of
algebra.
Expressions, equations, and functions -- Properties of real
numbers -- Solving linear equations -- Graphing linear
equations and functions -- Writing linear equations -- Solving
and graphing linear inequalities -- Systems of equations and
inequalities -- Exponents and exponential functions -Polynomials and factoring -- Quadratic equations and
functions -- Radicals and geometry connections -- Rational
equations and functions -- Probability and data analysis.
- The only program that supports the Common Core State
Standards throughout four-years of high school mathematics
with an unmatched depth of resources and adaptive
technology that helps you differentiate instruction for every
student. * Connects students to math content with print,
digital and interactive resources. * Prepares students to meet
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the rigorous Common Core Standards with aligned content
and focus on Standards of Mathematical Practice. * Meets
the needs of every student with resources that enable you to
tailor your instruction at the classroom and indivdual level. *
Assesses student mastery and achievement with dynamic,
digital assessment and reporting. Includes Print Student
Edition
This engaging review guide and workbook is the ideal tool for
sharpening your Algebra I skills! This review guide and
workbook will help you strengthen your Algebra I knowledge,
and it will enable you to develop new math skills to excel in
your high school classwork and on standardized tests. Clear
and concise explanations will walk you step by step through
each essential math concept. 500 practical review questions,
in turn, provide extensive opportunities for you to practice
your new skills. If you are looking for material based on
national or state standards, this book is your ideal study tool!
Features: •Aligned to national standards, including the
Common Core State Standards, as well as the standards of
non-Common Core states and Canada•Designed to help you
excel in the classroom and on standardized tests•Concise,
clear explanations offer step-by-step instruction so you can
easily grasp key concepts•You will learn how to apply
Algebra I to practical situations•500 review questions provide
extensive opportunities for you to practice what you’ve
learned
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